Two signal multiplexing schemes for optical fiber communication are considered: Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and nonlinear frequency-division multiplexing (NFDM), based on the nonlinear Fourier transform. Achievable information rates (AIRs) of NFDM and WDM are compared in a network scenario with an ideal lossless model of the optical fiber in the defocusing regime. It is shown that the NFDM AIR is greater than the WDM AIR subject to a bandwidth and average power constraint, in a representative system with one symbol per user. The improvement results from nonlinear signal multiplexing.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE factor limiting data rates in optical communication is that linear multiplexing is applied to the nonlinear optical fiber. To address this limitation, nonlinear frequencydivision multiplexing (NFDM) was introduced [1] , [2] , [3, Sec. II] . NFDM is a signal multiplexing scheme based on the nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT), which represents a signal in terms of its discrete and continuous nonlinear Fourier spectra. In NFDM users' signals are multiplexed in the nonlinear Fourier domain and propagate independently in a model of the optical fiber described by the lossless noiseless nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [1] - [3] .
Prior work illustrates how NFDM is applied, with examples of achievable information rates (AIRs). However, an NFDM AIR higher than the corresponding one in a linear multiplexing has not yet been demonstrated. In this paper we consider an optical fiber network with an integrable model of the optical fiber in the defocusing regime. The main contribution of the paper is showing that the AIR of NFDM is greater than the AIR of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) for a given bandwidth and average signal power, in a representative system with one symbol per user.
AIRs of WDM and NFDM with continuous spectrum modulation were compared in [3, Sec. V. D, Fig. 9(b) ]. In this work, although the signal of each user is modulated in the nonlinear Fourier domain, the signal of different users are multiplexed linearly. The reason was that the computational complexity of the inverse NFT, which is usually governed by integral equations, is high for data transmission. This made it difficult to perform both nonlinear modulation and multiplexing. As a consequence, NFDM expectedly achieved data rates approximately equal to WDM rates. It was explained that, to improve on WDM rates, one must consider a network scenario and multiplex users' signals nonlinearly [4, Sec. 6.7 . 1], [3, Secs. II.C, V. D. and VI. A].
To demonstrate NFDM high data rates, we first simplify the inverse NFT. Common approaches to the inverse NFT are based on integral equations, in sharp contrast to approaches to the forward NFT. The integral equations may also be cumbersome to solve, hindering the application of the NFT. In Section V, we interpret the inverse NFT as the dual of the forward NFT, as in the Fourier transform. With this perspective, the forward and inverse NFT can be computed using the forward and backward iteration of any integration scheme. This allows us to compute the inverse NFT naturally by running backward the algorithms for the forward NFT described in [2] . We compare the Boffetta-Osborne (BO) [5] and the Ablowitz-Ladik (AL) [6] integration schemes for the inverse NFT, and apply the AL scheme in Section VII.
Next we consider the NLS equation in the defocusing regime, which has several advantages. First, the operator L in the Lax pair underlying the channel is self-adjoint. Consequently, solitons, the less tractable part of the NFT, are naturally absent. Second, numerical algorithms are robust in this regime. Third, the analyticity of the one of the nonlinear Fourier coefficients can be exploited to compute these coefficients from the NFT efficiently. Forth, it is easier to maximize the spectral efficiency (SE) when the discrete spectrum is absent, as explained below.
In the finite blocklength communication, a guard interval is typically introduced between consecutive data blocks in the time domain. When the discrete spectrum is absent, the NFT is a one-dimensional function similar to the Fourier transform. Consequently, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem can be applied to systematically modulate all degrees-of-freedoms (DoFs) in a finite nonlinear bandwidth -namely, in the 0018-9448 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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nonlinear Fourier domain, the signal consists of a train of raised-cosine functions as in [3, Eq. 2 & Sec. V. D]. In contrast, since it is yet unclear how to represent bandlimited N-solitons methodically, in practice N-soliton transmission is limited to small N. As a result, the ratio of the guard time to blocklength is smaller with the continuous spectrum modulation than that with the discrete spectrum modulation. The paper is structured as follows. The literature on data transmission using the NFT is abundant. In Section II we review this literature, highlight the state-of-the-art, and put the present paper in context. In Section III we explain the origin of the limitation of the conventional methods in optical fiber networks. The forward and inverse NFT are presented in Section IV and Section V, respectively. The theoretical base of NFDM was presented in [1] - [3] . However, the theory simplifies considerably when the discrete spectrum is absent. In Section VI, we present an abstract approach to nonlinear modulation and multiplexing using the continuous spectrum. Here, in contrast to the linear modulation and multiplexing that are based on vector space representations, the signal space at the input of the channel is not represented by a vector space. AIRs of NFDM and WDM are numerically computed and compared in Section VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII, followed by Appendices A-B and B which contain details.
Notation
Real, non-negative real, non-positive real, natural and complex numbers are denoted by R, R 0 , R ¡ 0 , N and C, respectively. The upper half complex plane is the open region C λ È C : ÔλÕ 0´. Vectors are distinguished using the bold font, e.g., x È R n . The Lebesgue space of functions
probability distribution of a (zero-mean) complex circularsymmetric Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 is denoted by N C 0, σ 2¨. The Fourier transform operator is F , defined with the convention in [7, Eq. 1]. The Fourier transform and the NFT of a signal qÔtÕ are respectively denoted by QÔωÕ, ω 2π f È R, and QÔλÕ, λ È C. By default, time, frequency and bandwidth are with respect to the Fourier transform; the corresponding terms in the NFT are "nonlinear time", "nonlinear frequency" and "nonlinear bandwidth," that will be defined formally in Section VI. Let H be a complex Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis Ôφ k Õ kÈN . We say
k¨i s a sequence of independent random variables and k σ 2 k . To simplify the notation, sometimes we add or drop variables in functions. For example, in Section V, qÔtÕ qÔt, zÕ and aÔλÕ aÔλ, tÕ aÔλ, t, zÕ.
II. TRANSMISSION USING THE NFT

A. NFT in Optical Communication
The NFT has appeared in optical communication in assortment of places. The literature may be classified as approaches extending linear modulation to nonlinear modulation, and linear multiplexing to nonlinear multiplexing. This division clarifies concepts and explains the way that the NFT could usefully be applied to communications.
1) Nonlinear Modulation: a) Multi-soliton communication:
One of the triumphs of the nonlinear science is soliton theory. The NFT is the central tool for the analysis of solitons. The fundamental soliton communication with on-off keying modulation played a pivotal role in the early years of optical communication. The fundamental soliton communication was extended to eigenvalue communication in [8] , in order to transmit more than one bit in the time duration of a fundamental soliton. The observation was that the eigenvalues are conserved in the channel, while the amplitude and phase change. It is thus natural to modulate the invariant quantities, such as eigenvalues.
The 1-soliton communication can be systematically extended to modulating all DoFs in N-soliton communication [3] , [9] - [12] . This extension may be viewed as generalizing the conventional linear modulation in digital communication [13, Chap. 6] to nonlinear modulation in the optical fiber. However, although the AIR of N-soliton communication is naturally higher than the AIR of 1-soliton communication, it is equal to the AIR of any other good signal set with N parameters. For instance, the widely-used pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) with Nyquist pulse shape and an N-ary constellation achieves the same AIR. This is because the change of waveform in the channel is not a fundamental limitation in communications, since it is equalized at the receiver (as in the radio channels). Importantly, the same signal space may be generated by linear or nonlinear modulation.
In sum, nonlinear modulation (such as multi-soliton communication) does not have a fundamental advantage in terms of the AIR over linear modulation (such as the standard PAM) under optimal receiver. On the contrary, linear modulation with equalization is preferred in nonlinear channels because it is simple.
b) Discrete and continuous spectrum modulation: The multi-soliton communication can be generalized to discrete and continuous spectrum modulation [3] , [10] , [14] , [15] . However, DoFs in time, frequency, nonlinear time, and nonlinear frequency are in one-to-one correspondence. Thus, modulating both discrete and continuous spectra does not achieve a data rate higher than the present AIRs in coherent systems. In fact, both spectra are indirectly fully modulated in, e.g., Nyquist-WDM transmission. Existing approaches are not improved fundamentally by replacing the set of signal DoFs with another equivalent set.
2) Nonlinear Multiplexing: Finally, the NFT can be applied for signal multiplexing. For this purpose, NFDM was designed in [1] - [3] in order to address the limitation that the fiber nonlinearity sets on the AIRs of linear multiplexing in optical networks. In this approach, add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) in the network are replaced with nonlinear multiplexers constructed using the NFT. Importantly, data rates higher than WDM rates may be achieved using this approach.
As noted, modulating both spectra within each user but subsequently performing linear multiplexing of users' signals will not achieve a data rate higher than the existing WDM rates. On the other hand, linearly modulating the signal of each user and performing nonlinear multiplexing of users' signals can improve WDM rates. NFDM is an approach where modulation can be linear or nonlinear, but multiplexing is nonlinear.
Note that although the theoretical principle of the nonlinear multiplexing was presented in [1] - [3] , the simulations in [3, Sec. V. D] are essentially nonlinear modulation, combined with linear multiplexing. It is the objective of the present paper to continue the simulations in [3] with nonlinear multiplexing.
B. Review
Data transmission using the NFT has been explored in numerous papers recently. We review some of these papers, highlighting the latest work.
The NFT consists of a discrete and a continuous spectrum. The discrete spectrum with few nonlinear frequencies is modulated in [3] , [11] , [16] - [23] , while the continuous spectrum is modulated in [3] , [10] , [14] . The feasibility of the joint discrete and continuous spectrum modulation is demonstrated in [24] - [26] .
Noise models for nonlinear frequencies and spectral amplitudes are developed in [27] - [30] . The probability distribution of the noise in the nonlinear Fourier domain is obtained in [31] for some special cases. The impact of noise and perturbations on NFT is studied in [16] , [32] - [35] .
Computing the forward NFT is straightforward; several algorithms are proposed in [2] , [5] . The inverse NFT finds applications in the fiber Bragg grating design, where in this literature several layer-peeling algorithms for the inverse NFT [36] are optimized [37] - [40] . Fast NFTs are studied in [41] - [45] , where here computing the NFT is generally reviewed.
Transmission based on the NFT is extended from single polarization to dual polarization for the discrete spectrum in [46] , [47] and for the continuous spectrum in [48] . The periodic NFT is explored in [49] for communications, using signals with one or two DoFs for which the inverse NFT can be computed analytically.
AIRs of the discrete and continuous spectrum modulation are reported, respectively, in [3] , [11] , [16] , [50] , [51] and [3] , [52] , [53] . A lower bound on the SE of multi-solitons is obtained in [51] . However, these AIRs are obtained under strong assumptions; among others, the memory is neglected. Furthermore, often these AIRs are obtained for point-to-point channels and cannot be compared with the AIRs of the WDM networks. Correct analytic calculation of the maximum AIR in the nonlinear Fourier domain is still an open problem.
Transmission based on the NFT has been demonstrated in experiments, mostly with low data rates [12] , [18] , [54] - [58] . Aref, Bülow and Le conducted a series of experiments showing that one can modulate and demodulate nonlinear frequencies and spectral amplitudes [54] - [56] . Recent experiments from this group include joint discrete and continuous spectrum modulation [24] and an experiment modulating 222 nonlinear frequencies in the continuous spectrum reaching 2.3 bits/s/Hz and 125 Gbps [59] , [60] .
Finally, while this paper was under review, the main result of the paper that NFDM can outperform WDM in simplified models in the defocusing regime has been confirmed in the focusing regime [33] , [61] , dual polarization transmission [48] , and non-ideal models with perturbations [33] . These related works are based on the methodology established in this paper. However, a comprehensive comparison of WDM and NFDM in more general and realistic models is subject to research.
III. OPTICAL FIBER NETWORKS
In this section, we present the channel model and explain the origin of the limitation of the conventional communication methods in this model.
A. Network Model
The propagation of a signal in the single-mode singlepolarization optical fiber can be modeled by the stochastic NLS equation. The equation in the normalized form reads
where qÔt, zÕ : R ¢ R 0 C is the complex envelope of the signal as a function of time t and distance z along the fiber (the transmitter is located at z 0; the receiver is located at z L), nÔt, zÕ is (zero-mean) white circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise, and j ¡1. Here, s ¡1 in the focusing regime (corresponding to the standard fiber with anomalous dispersion) and s 1 in the defocusing regime (corresponding to the fiber with normal dispersion).
The NLS equation (1) models the chromatic dispersion (captured by the term 2 qß t 2 ), Kerr nonlinearity (captured by the term q 2 q), and noise (that arises from distributed amplification along the fiber). We assumed that the fiber loss is perfectly compensated by Raman amplification so that (1) does not contain a loss term. The model (1) takes into account the the three leading physical effects in fiber; we refer the reader to [62] for some higher-order effects that are neglected in (1), and generally for modeling the optical fiber.
In this paper, we consider a network environment. This refers to a communication network with the following set of assumptions [3, Sec. II. B. 3]: (1) there are multiple transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) pairs; (2) there are adddrop multiplexers (ADMs) in the network. The signal of the user-of-interest can co-propagate with the signals of the other users in part of the link. The location and the number of ADMs are unknown; (3) each TX and RX pair does not know the incoming and outgoing signals in the path that connects them. A network environment is depicted in Fig. 1 .
To make use of the available fiber bandwidth, data can be modulated in disjoint frequency bands. As a result of using more bandwidth, data rates, measured in bits per second, were rapidly increased with the advent of WDM a few decades ago. However, the SE of WDM, measured in bits/s/Hz, is low, vanishing with the input power [63] . From the point of There is a vast literature on WDM AIRs, sometimes referred to as the "nonlinear Shannon limit" [63] ; see [64] and references therein. Fig. 2 (b) shows the AIR of the WDM as a function of the average input power in a network environment. It can be seen that the AIR vanishes (or saturates in a modified scheme [65] ) as the input power tends to infinity. The rolloff of the rate with power has been attributed to several factors [66] , however there is consensus among researchers that the inter-channel interference arising from nonlinearity is the primary factor [64] , [3, Sec. II].
B. Origin of the Limitation of the Conventional Methods
It was realized in the past few years that nonlinear interactions do not limit the capacity in the deterministic models of optical networks. These interactions arise from methods of communication, which disregard nonlinearity [1]- [3] . After abstracting away non-essential aspects, current methods, in essence, apply linear modulation and multiplexing. The linear modulation schemes include PAM and pulse-train transmission. The linear multiplexing methods are WDM, orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), time-division multiplexing (TDM), polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) and space-division multiplexing (SDM). When linear multiplexing is applied to nonlinear channels, it gives rise to inter-channel interference and inter-symbol interference (ISI). In a network environment interference cannot be removed, while intra-channel ISI can partially be compensated using signal processing. The idea of sharing bandwidth in WDM, and integration in SDM, conflict with nonlinearity because of interactions among transmission modes. Since the nonlinearity is fixed by physics, it was proposed to replace the approach [1]- [3] .
Yousefi and Kschischang recently proposed nonlinear frequency-division multiplexing which is fundamentally compatible with the channel [1]- [3] . NFDM exploits a delicate structure in the channel model, in order to implement interference-free communication. NFDM is based on the observation that the NLS equation supports nonlinear Fourier "modes" which have an important property that they propagate independently in the channel, the key to build a multi-user system. The tool necessary to reveal independent signal DoFs is the NFT. Based on the NFT, NFDM was constructed which can be viewed as a generalization of OFDM in linear channels to the nonlinear optical fiber. Exploiting the integrability property, NFDM modulates non-interacting signal DoFs in the channel.
IV. SUMMARY OF NFDM
In this section, we review NFDM from [1]- [3] . Let T : H H be a compact (linear) map on a separable complex Hilbert space H with the inner product
where X is the input signal, Y is the output signal and N is Gaussian noise on H. The channel can be discretized by projecting signals and noise onto an orthonormal basis
where
Depending on the choice of basis, interactions in (4) could refer to ISI in time, interchannel interference in frequency, or generally interaction among DoFs in any of the methods in Fig. 2(a) . Suppose that T is diagonalizable and has a set of eigenvectors forming an orthonormal basis of H, e.g., when T is self-adjoint [1, Thm. 6] . In this basis, interactions in (4) are zero and
where H λ H λλ is an eigenvalue of T . As a result, the channel is decomposed into parallel independent scalar channels for λ 1, 2, ¤ ¤ ¤ .
Interactions in (4) arise if the basis used for communication is not compatible with the channel. As a special case, let H L 2 p ÔÖ0, T ×Õ and T be the convolution map T ÔXÕ H ÔtÕ ª XÔtÕ, where H ÔtÕ È L 1 ÔRÕ is the channel filter and ª denotes convolution. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of T are
and H λ F ÔHÕÔλω 0 Õ. The Fourier transform maps convolution to a multiplication operator according to (5) , where X λ , Y λ and N λ are Fourier series coefficients. Interference and ISI are absent in the Fourier basis. OFDM is a technology in which information is modulated in independent spectral amplitudes
We explain NFDM in analogy with OFDM. First, we define the NFT as follows. Consider the operator
an eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue λ, i.e., Lv λv.
The eigenvalues λ of L are called nonlinear frequencies.
They are complex numbers whose real and imaginary parts have physical significance [3, Ex. 1]. Define the normalized eigenvector Let QÔλ, zÕ be the NFT of qÔt, zÕ with respect to t. The important property of the NFT is that, if qÔt, zÕ propagates in (1) with noise set to zero, we have
where H Ôλ, LÕ expÔ j 4sλ 2 LÕ is the all-pass-like channel filter. It follows that, just as the Fourier transform converts a linear convolutional channel into a number of parallel independent channels in frequency, the NFT converts the nonlinear dispersive channel (1) in the absence of noise into a number of parallel independent channels in nonlinear frequency. In NFDM information is modulated in independent spectral amplitudes QÔλÕ for every λ. In the absence of noise, interference and ISI are simultaneously zero for all users of a multiuser network. Therefore, in contrast to WDM, the NFDM AIR is infinite in the deterministic model at any non-zero power.
V. COMPUTING THE INVERSE NFT
The standard approaches to the inverse NFT are based on the Riemann-Hilbert or Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko integral equations [6, Ch. 2.2] . Naive numerical solution of these integral equations may be time-consuming or prone to error; optimized implementation requires digressing into details of the numerical solution of the integral equations. Consequently, we seek simpler, more natural and interpretable methods. We interpret the inverse NFT as the dual of the forward NFT, as in the Fourier transform. We show that the forward and inverse NFT can be computed by running the iterations of any integration scheme, forward and backward in time (an observation made in [67] as well). This allows us to use algorithms for the forward NFT for computing the inverse NFT, for example the Boffetta-Osborne and Ablowitz-Ladik schemes [2] .
We emphasize that the two algorithms that are presented in this section are not new. They exists in applied mathematics [5] , [36] , are used in the literature of the fiber Bragg gratings design [37] , [38] , and revisited recently for fast implementation [42] , [44] , [45] . However, their derivation in the literature is unnecessarily lengthy and intertwined with the details of the physical application. The contribution of this section is to re-derive these existing algorithms simply using a few lines of elementary analysis -compare the equation (34) with e.g., paper [37] or [5] , [36] . Section V-A and V-B prior to (34) adapt the forward transform from [2] .
The inverse NFT may be divided into three steps. First, from the NFT QÔλÕ we obtain aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ. Second, from aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ we obtain aÔλ, tÕ and bÔλ, tÕ. Third, we get qÔtÕ from aÔλ, tÕ and bÔλ, tÕ. Remark 1. The NFT in [1] was presented for the focusing regime. The equations in [1] can often be extended from the focusing regime to the general case by substitutions
For example, the Parseval's identity for the NFT is
This implies that qÔλÕ 1 in the defocusing regime. In this section, we drop the distance variable z. Thus, qÔtÕ qÔt, zÕ, aÔλÕ aÔλ, zÕ, etc.
A. Inverse Boffetta-Osborne Scheme
We shall begin with the Boffetta-Osborne integration scheme for the Zakharov-Shabat system, which is known to perform well for the forward NFT [2] , [5] . This scheme is also called the continuous-time layer-peeling (CLP).
In the BO scheme, qÔtÕ is approximated by a piece-wise constant function q ÔtÕ. The NFT of a constant, and by induction a piece-wise constant, function can be computed analytically and exactly [1, Sec. IV. C]. Let qÔtÕ be supported
where T ßN, T T 2 ¡ T 1 . Let q ÔtÕ be a function that is constant in intervals ÔtÖk×, tÖk 1×Õ and obtained from qÔtÕ by mid-point sampling
From the Zakharov-Shabat system (or [1, ), the NFT is expressed in terms of integrals of signal; thus q ÔtÕ can be defined arbitrarily at points of discontinuity t tÖk×. We assume q ÔtÕ is constant in tÖk×, tÖk 1×¨in the forward NFT, and in tÖk×, tÖk 1× in the inverse NFT; see 
whereÖk× q tÖk× 2¨a nd the monodromy matrix M is
yÖk×
where D λ 2 ¡ s qÖk× 2 and xÖk× x ¦ Ök×Ôλ ¦ Õ,ȳÖk× sy ¦ Ôλ ¦ Õ.
It can be verified that uÖk, λ× uÔtÖk×, λÕ and det M 1.
For an NFT QÔλÕ corresponding to a piece-wise constant function, the three steps of the inverse NFT via the BO scheme are as follows.
Step 1 (Factorization): The first step is obtaining two parameters aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ from one parameter QÔλÕ. Fundamentally, this is a Riemann-Hilbert factorization problem in the complex analysis [6] . Given QÔλÕ, the Riemann-Hilbert integral equations in [1, Eq. 30] can be solved at t T 2 to obtain V 2 ÔT 2 , λÕ u Ö aÔλÕ, bÔλÕ×. This requires solving a system of linear equations. This step does not incur a high computational cost, because the equations are solved only at one point t T 2 . Furthermore, in the defocusing regime, this step can be done more efficiently as follows.
From the unimodularity condition
we obtain
Since qÔtÕ È L 1 ÔRÕ, aÔλÕ can be analytically extended to C [6, Lemma 2.1]. The real and imaginary parts of an analytic function are Hilbert transforms of one another. In Appendix B it is shown that in the defocusing regime log aÔλÕ can also be analytically extended to a region near the real line, thus amplitude aÔλÕ and phase ArgÔaÔλÕÕ are related by the Hilbert transform, i.e.,
where H denotes the Hilbert transform and Arg is the principal value of the phase. As a result, we easily obtain a and b qa in the defocusing regime.
Step 2 (Integration): The second step is to obtain aÔt, λÕ and bÔt, λÕ from aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ. This step can be performed by integrating the Zakharov-Shabat system in negative time, i.e., by running the iterations for the forward NFT backward in time.
From (13), the backward iteration for k 
Step 3 (Signal Recovery): From [1, Eq. 32], we have
where V 1 
whereqÖk, λ× u 2 Ök,λ×ßu 1 Ök,λ× qÔtÔk×, λÕ. The integral in (21) can be discretized on the mesh
where λ È Ö L 1 , L 2 ×, L L 2 ¡ L 1 , and μ LßM.
Steps 3) and 2) are consecutively performed to obtain qÖk×, k 0, 1, ¤ ¤ ¤ , N ¡ 1.
Step 1) is performed initially if uÖk, z× is updated instead ofqÖk, λ×.
In Section V-C we will show that the BO scheme, although suitable for the forward NFT, is inaccurate for the inverse NFT. As a result, below we consider the Ablowitz-Ladik scheme, where all variables are discrete and finite-dimensional. We may also refer to the AL scheme as the discrete layerpeeling (DLP).
B. Inverse Ablowitz-Ladik Scheme
The AL discretization of the eigenproblem (7) 
From (23), (24) and (25), we obtain the forward iteration for the scaled AL scheme
Note that AÖk, z× and BÖk, z× are polynomials of z ¡1 with finite degrees.
Instead of updating AÖk, z× and BÖk, z× in (26) for each z, we can update the polynomial coefficients. The z-transforms of A and B are
whereM È N, and A m Ök× and B m Ök× are calculated as
AÖk, e ¡2jλtÖk× ×e ¡j2m λ dλ. Define the vector of the samples of AÖk, zÔλÕ× in the nonlinear frequency λ
AÖk×
AÖk, e ¡j2λÖ0×tÖk× × ¤ ¤ ¤AÖk, e ¡j2λÖM¡1×tÖk× ×¨, (29) and the corresponding vector in the nonlinear time
A 0 Ök×, ¤ ¤ ¤ , AM ¡1 Ök×¨.
Let us discretize the integral in (28) in λ on the mesh (22), choosing for the rest of the paper M M N, L πß , μ πßT.
We obtain that AÖk× andÂÖk× are the scaled nonlinear Fourier coefficients in the temporal and frequency domains, and
where DFT is the discrete Fourier transform (with zero-based indexing), ¥ is the Hadamard product, and e Ô 1, e ¡j2π L 1 L , ¤ ¤ ¤ , e ¡j2π L 1 L ÔM¡1Õ Õ.
Similar relations hold for the coefficient B.
The three steps of the inverse NFT via the AL scheme are as follows.
Step 1 (Factorization): First we compute aÔN, λÕ aÔλÕ and bÔN, λÕ bÔλÕ from QÔλÕ according to the procedure outlined in Step 1 in the BO scheme. Then we calculate the frequency domain vectorsÂÖN× andBÖN× from (25) and (29), and the time domain vectors AÖN× and BÖN× from (30) . The coefficients A m ÖN× and B m ÖN× are generally non-zero for all m 0. Here, these sequences must be truncated.
Step 2 (Integration): From (26), the backward iteration in the frequency domain z is
where k
In the temporal domain
where δ È R 2M¡1 is the all-zero vector except for a one in the middle, ª is vector convolution, and is the flip operator, e.g.,
The condition (32) or (33) can be checked in iterations to monitor the numerical error.
Step 3 (Signal Recovery): The discretization ofqÔt, λÕ expÔ¡2 j λtÕÔv 2 ßv 1 Õ on the time mesh (11) suggests to consider qÖk, z× z k 0 k v 2 Ök, z×ßv 1 Ök, z×. We havê
By induction, we can see that degÔv 1 
where degÔvÕ is the highest positive power of z in v. 
Equating (34) basically follows from equating the like powers of z in (26) . The AL scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
The AL Scheme for the Inverse NFT Obtain aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ fromqÔλÕ, using (17) (7) . There are two variables t and λ. If each variable is discretized in a mesh with N points, there are N 2 points in a rectangular mesh in the t ¡ λ plane. Therefore, the basic algorithms for computing the Fourier transform or the NFT take OÔN 2 Õ operations, including the AL and BO schemes in this paper. This complexity, of course, is reduced to OÔN log NÕ in the Fourier transform and, in some cases, to OÔN log 2 NÕ in the forward [41] and inverse NFT [37] , [44] , [45] . The least complexity NFT is subject to ongoing research.
2) Accuracy: There are two sources of error in the BO scheme. First, the function qÔtÕ is approximated by a piecewise constant function q ÔtÕ -once this approximation is made, the BO scheme is exact for q ÔtÕ. For smooth qÔtÕ, from Taylor's theorem, the (global) error Second, the integral (21) has to be discretized which is subject to error. Furthermore, here the discontinuity of qÔtÕ results in numerical errors when evaluating the Fourier integral (21) due to the Gibbs effect. Consequently, Step 3 is inexact. The error in this part depends on how the integral (21) is evaluated. Steps 1 and 2, on the other hand, are exact in the BO scheme. Figs. 3 (b-c) show the result of applying the forward NFT followed by the inverse NFT to a Gaussian function using the BO scheme in the defocusing regime. It can be seen that the error is increased with the signal amplitude. Importantly, the local error accumulates as the iteration proceeds towards t T 1 . The BO scheme is sensitive to i) spectral parameters L and M and, to a smaller extent, temporal variables T and N; and ii) the accuracy of the computing the integral (21) .
In the AL scheme, Steps 2 and 3 are exact. Here too there are two sources of error. First, the continuous-time operator L is approximated by its AL discretization. For smooth qÔtÕ, the (global) error uÔtÖk×, λÕ ¡ uÖk, λ× L ÔS N ¢RÕ , S N 0, 1, ¤ ¤ ¤ , N´, is OÔ 2 Õ with mid-point sampling [44, Eq. 22] (12) and OÔ Õ with an end-point sampling (keeping also factor c k in (23), (26) and (31)). Second, the vectors AÖN× and BÖN× are truncated to finite-dimensional vectors in Step 1. The error in this part depends on the coefficients that are neglected. Note that Steps 2 and 3 are performed consecutively. Since these steps are exact, the error does not accumulate in the AL scheme. The step that is subject to error is Step 1 which is outside the iteration. Therefore, the error can be controlled in the AL scheme.
3) Remarks: The AL discretization is obtained by approximation 1 ¡ 2 j λ in the first-order Euler discretization with expÔ¡ j 2λ Õ [2, Sec. III. E]. This approximation makes eigenvectors a periodic function of λ with period L πß . This is in contrast to the BO scheme where L is arbitrary.
In the forward AL scheme, AÖk× and BÖk× have finite lengths and satisfy the discrete-frequency unimodularity condition (32) . However, in the inverse NFT, while aÔλÕ and bÔλÕ are obtained from the continuous-frequency unimodularity condition (16) , the truncated AÖN× and BÖN× do not generally satisfy the discrete-frequency unimodularity condition (33) . In general, AÖN× and BÖN× should be realizable, i.e., they should be the image of AÖ0× and BÖ0× for some signal [37] . The AL scheme is improved if (32) is enforced in the backward iteration. It has been shown that this minor modification notably improves the algorithm, because it prevents the numerical error from propagating in the iteration [37] . In the AL scheme, vÖN, z× depends on vÖ0, z× with the scale factor c k expÔPÕ, where
As N , , QÖk× and P tend to zero. As a heuristic condition, we require that 0 P P max (35) for a moderate P max , and
It can be shown that
It is thus desirable to have
so that QÖk ¡ 1× is not sensitive to error in QÖk×.
The AL scheme can be implemented in the frequency domain z as well. Instead of updating AÖk× and BÖk×, one could updateÂÖk× andBÖk×. The accuracy of the AL scheme stems from the fact that it works with finite-dimensional vectors, and from the exactness of the Step 2 and 3, not from the implementation in the temporal domain.
The recovery relation (34) can be obtained in alternative ways. In Appendix A-B, both (34) and the following recovery relation are proved by induction
Finally, (34) can also be obtained via discretizing q ¦ ÔtÕ se j 2λt t bÔt, λÕßaÔt, λÕ, by replacing expÔ j 2λtÕ with z ¡k¡k 0 , t with z 1ß2 ß , and equating the zeroth-order term in the z expansion of both sides (corresponding to z or λ in C ). Both (34) and (38) follow basically by equating the like powers of z in vÖk, z× in the AL scheme.
The BO scheme that is proposed in [5] is a one-step Euler integration scheme -except that, for the Zakharov-Shabat system, each step in integration can be done analytically without approximation. It generally applies well to differential equations which are exactly solvable in the special case that coefficients are constant.
The BO and AL schemes are simple second-order integration schemes (with mid-point sampling). They can be extended to higher-order integration schemes in straightforward ways to compute the NFT arbitrarily accurately (at the expense of performing more operations). We do not pursue more accurate or faster algorithms in this paper.
VI. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR FREQUENCY-DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
The theoretical underpinning of NFDM with discrete and continuous spectrum is presented in [1] - [3] . However, the theory simplifies considerably when the discrete spectrum is absent. In this section, we simplify NFDM with the continuous spectrum and present a general approach to nonlinear modulation and multiplexing (valid in the focusing and defocusing regimes).
A. Linear Modulation and Multiplexing
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with a basis Ôφ Õ , Signals that are orthogonal at the channel input may not be orthogonal at the channel output. As a result, linear modulation and multiplexing are generally subject to ISI and interference -even in the linear channels. Suppose that the channel is governed by a compact (linear) self-adjoint map T in the absence of noise. Then Ôφ Õ can be chosen to be the set of orthogonal eigenvectors of T , for which the ISI is absent under per-symbol demodulation. Similarly, if H k are chosen to be the span of disjoint subsets of orthogonal eigenvectors of T , interference is absent in demultiplexing by projection.
In linear modulation and multiplexing the set of signals that are transmitted in the channel (i.e., in the time domain) is represented by a vector space. We next consider NFDM where this signal space is not a linear space.
B. Nonlinear Modulation and Multiplexing Using the Continuous Spectrum
Nonlinear modulation and multiplexing using the NFT consists of linear modulation and multiplexing in the nonlinear Fourier domain. In what follows, we consider a multi-user system with N u users and N s symbols per user. Linear and nonlinear (passband) bandwidths are denoted, respectively, by B and W .
1) Signal Spaces: LetQ be the space of signalsqÔλ, zÕ :
where D is the open unit disk D z È C : z 1´. Note that, from (10), if s 1, qÔλ, zÕ 1. In the defocusing regime,Q is not a vector space (with addition and multiplication), and not best suited for a communication theory. We introduce a transformation F :qÔλ, zÕ U Ôλ, zÕ so as to mapD to C. An appropriate choice motivated by (10) is
where ArgÔqÕ is the phase ofq. We choose the image U of F :Q U to be the vector space of finite-energy signals supported on W. Transformation (39) is required in the defocusing regime. In the focusing regime, it is not required, however it makes the signal energy in time, frequency, nonlinear time and nonlinear frequency the same according to (45) . This property is convenient for modulation. 
where ØxÙ and Öx× denote, respectively, rounding x È R to nearest integers towards minus and plus infinity. Similar relations hold for 1 and 2 in terms of N s .
The transmitted signal in the nonlinear frequency domain is
where Ôs k Õ 2 1 are symbols of the user k. As discussed in Section II-A, the modulation in (40) can be linear or nonlinear, whereas the orthogonal multiplexing is required in NFDM.
In general, user signals can overlap in any domain. Interference in user k is in the orthogonal subspace U Ã k and can be projected out. However, for the rest of the paper, we consider the special case where users operate in equally-spaced non-overlapping intervals of width W 0 W ßN u Hz in the nonlinear frequency l λß2π. User k is centered at the nonlinear frequency l kW 0 and operates in the nonlinear frequency interval
In this case, k ÔλÕ Ôλ ¡ 2πkW 0 Õ where Ô ÔλÕÕ 2 1 is an orthogonal basis for signals supported on W 0 .
Taking the inverse Fourier transform F ¡1 of (40) with respect to λ uÔτ, 0Õ F ¡1 ÔUÔλ, 0ÕÕ
where φ ÔτÕ F ¡1 ÔλÕ¨, and φ k ÔτÕ 1. The variable τ can be interpreted as the nonlinear time (measured in seconds), the Fourier-conjugate of the nonlinear frequency l λß2π (measured in Hz). It coincides with the physical time 2t for small amplitude signals qÔtÕ L 1 1, τ 2t. Typically,
where the pulse shape φÔτ Õ and T 0 are chosen so that F ÔφÕÔ f Õ 2 satisfies the Nyquist zero-ISI criterion for T 0 .
The modulation begins with choosing the symbols s k from a constellation and computing U Ôλ, 0Õ. This can be done directly in the spectral domain (40) , or starting in the temporal domain (42 
where (45) follows from the Parseval's identity (10) .
3) NFDM Receiver: At the receiver, first the NFT is applied to qÔt, LÕ to obtainqÔλ, LÕ. Then, channel equalization is performedq
where H Ôλ, LÕ is the channel filter in (9) . Next, U e Ôλ, LÕ is computed fromq e Ôλ, LÕ according to (39) . Finally, the received symbols arê
Alternatively, u e Ôτ, LÕ F ¡1 ÔU e Ôλ, LÕÕ can be computed.
The received symbols at the output are obtained by match filteringŝ k ÷ ¡ u e Ôτ, LÕφ ¦ ÔτÕe ¡j2πkW 0 τ dτ.
4) Uniform and Exponential Constellations:
We choose a multi-ring constellation for symbols s k in the U domain, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . There are N r uniformly-spaced rings with radii in interval Öa, b× and ring spacing r , and N φ uniformly-spaced phases. Under the transformation (44), maps to an exponential constellation ½ in theq domain with phases in and radii
where we assumed s 1 and a 0. Thus, in the defocusing regime, as n , r n 1 and the distance between rings in ½ decreases exponentially. In this way, an infinite number of choices is realized in the finite interval q È Ö 0, 1Õ.
Remark 2. The form of the NFDM signal (42) with τ is identical to the form of the WDM signal in [3, Eq. 2] with t. This expression is simply the sampling theorem, representing a signal with a finite linear or nonlinear bandwidth in terms of its DoFs. The DoFs are identified in the τ domain in (42) , and equivalently in the λ domain in (40) . 
VII. COMPARISON OF THE AIRS OF WDM AND NFDM
In this section, we compare WDM and NFDM in the defocusing regime, subject to the same bandwidth and average power constraints.
The average power of the signal is defined as P EßT , where E and T are the energy and time duration of the (entire multiplexed) signal qÔt, 0Õ, respectively. In this section, time duration and bandwidth are defined as intervals containing 99% of the signal energy [3] . We choose φÔτ Õ in (43) a root raised-cosine function with the excess bandwidth factor denoted by r . The system parameters are given in Table I . Importantly, to keep the computational complexity manageable, we choose one symbol per user, i.e., N s 1.
We consider one ADM at the receiver. This is a filter in the frequency in WDM, and in the nonlinear frequency in NFDM (the ADM only drops signals). In WDM, back-propagation is applied to the filtered signal according to the NLS equation. The corresponding equalization in NFDM is given by (46) .
We first present a simple simulation to illustrate the main ideas, before comparing the AIRs and the SEs. Table I . The bandwidth of the noise is set to be the maximum bandwidth of the signal in distance, which we assume is the bandwidth of a signal with the highest energy corresponding to s k b, k, . The number of signal samples in time and nonlinear frequency is N M 16384. We estimate the transition probabilities s 0 0 ŝ 0 0 based on 4000 simulations of the stochastic NLS equation. Fig. 5 shows the AIRs of NFDM and WDM. As expected, the WDM AIR characteristically vanishes as the input power is increased more than an optimal value P ¦ ¡10 dBm.
In contrast, the NFDM AIR continues to increase for P P ¦ -at least up to the maximum power in Fig. 5 where we could perform simulations. The channel capacity is upper bounded by log 2 Ô1 SNRÕ, where SNR PßÔσ 2 0 BLÕ is the signal-to-noise ratio. This upper bound in Fig. 5 is not a perfect straight line, because the power in the horizontal axis is based on the 99% time duration. Fig. 9(c) are bigger than the NFDM clouds in Fig. 9(b) . Note that in WDM, there is a rotation of symbols, even after back-propagation. This rotation, which is about γ LP (γ being the nonlinearity coefficient), is due to the cross-phase modulation; see [7, Eq. 21] . Fig. 8(a) shows that the conditional entropy in WDM increases with the input power, while it is nearly constant in NFDM. Fig. 8 (b) shows that the conditional probability
Together these figures indicate that the channel in the nonlinear Fourier domain is approximately an AWGN channel, for the signal and system parameters that we considered here.
3) Spectral Efficiency: Let T ÔzÕ and W ÔzÕ be the approximate time duration and bandwidth of the signal at distance z.
There are T Ô0ÕWÔ0Õ complex DoFs in this time duration and bandwidth at z 0 (W T 1). Among these, N u N s complex DoFs are modulated in the input signal (40) . Define the modulation efficiency η, 0 η 1, as:
The higher is η, the more efficient is modulation. The SE ρ, in bits/s/Hz, is expressed in terms of the AIR as ρ η R.
We compare the SEs for one value of the average input power P ¡0.33 dBm, and the parameters in Table I .
We obtain the AIRs: 
4) Limitations of the Results and Future Work:
We close this section by pointing out some of the limitations of our results and chart directions for research. a) Non-ideal models: A looming weakness of NFDM is that it applies only to integrable models of the optical fiber. An example is the lossless noise-free NLS equation with second-order dispersion and cubic nonlinearity. Following the methodology established in this paper, AIRs of NFDM and WDM in the presence of perturbations -such as loss, higherorder dispersion and polarization effects -were recently studied in [33] . It is shown that uncompensated perturbations reduce the AIRs of both schemes. A conclusive comparison of the AIRs with perturbations compensation is still open research. b) AIRs as N s : In this paper, we considered N s 1, whereas in practice N s can be over several hundred. The asymptotic capacity CÔP, nÕ of a discrete-time model of the optical fiber as a function of the input power P and the number of DoFs n N s N u is established in [69] . The capacity formula [69, Thm. 1] shows that, for fixed P, as N s is increased the capacity is decreased. As explained in [69] , the reason is that the signal-noise interaction grows with N s . Therefore, as N s is increased, the AIR of NFDM and WDM may decrease (with N s , not P). The conclusion that the NFDM outperforms WDM for N s
1 is yet to be examined for N s 1. In the system considered in this paper, the signalnoise interaction is expected to factor in similarly in both schemes.
Note that as N s , the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) ofqÔλ, 0Õ often increases. This leads to numerical error asqÔλ, 0Õ 1. To enable simulations with N s 1, i) methods for reducing the PAPR in OFDM can be applied; ii) data can be directly modulated in (40) ; or iii) transformations other than (39) can be considered. c) Realistic parameters: The simulations in this paper are performed with B 60 GHz, N u 15, and N s 1, which do not correspond to practical systems. Simulations with realistic values for these parameters require more computational resources, time, and possibly refined algorithms. The value of the dispersion parameter in the paper is D ¡ 17 ps/(nm-km);
in realistic systems D varies widely depending on the type of the fiber; for instance D ¡ 4.6 ps/(nm-km) in a fiber used in submarine applications. The value of D should not play a significant role in NFDM.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The paper shows that the NFDM AIR is greater than the WDM AIR for a given power and bandwidth, in an integrable model of the optical fiber in the defocusing regime, and in a representative system with one symbol per user. While the paper serves as a good starting point, more research is needed in comparing the linear and nonlinear multiplexing.
APPENDIX A RECOVERY RELATIONS
A. The BO Scheme
To prove (21) , fix t and define
Applying (20) 
whereV 1 is an eigenvector of p t ÔτÕ andp t ÔλÕ is the NFT of p t ÔτÕ.
Step ÔaÕ follows because p t ÔτÕ 0 for τ t, thus
Step ÔbÕ follows becauseqÔt, λÕ is in one-to-one relation with qÔτ Õ p t ÔτÕ for τ t, thuŝ p t ÔλÕ qÔt, λÕ. From (49) and (51) q ¦ ÔtÕ 2s π ÷ ¡ qÔt, λÕe j 2λt dλ.
Function p t ÔτÕ is in general discontinuous at τ t. From (50), p ¦ t ÔtÕ is described by a Fourier integral. At a point of discontinuity, under Dirichlet's conditions, the Fourier integral is the average of the value of the function at the two sides of that point. The choice pÔtÕ qÔtÕß2 in (49) ensures that (50) holds at the point of discontinuity.
B. The AL Scheme
We Prove (34) and (38) 
We show (56) Step ÔaÕ follows because aÔλÕ is continuous inD.
Step ÔbÕ follows because aÔλÕ is continuous and non-zero inD, and λ logÔλÕ is continuous in CÞØ0Ù, thus ArgÔaÕ È Ô ¡ π, πÕ is continuous in its principal branch. Step ÔcÕ follows from (56) .
Step ÔdÕ holds because H is a continuous operator on the space of functions log aÔλÕ , as we show below.
Step ÔeÕ holds because log aÔλÕ is continuous onD.
We show that the order of the limit and the integral can be exchanged in the following Hilbert transform:
Let δ 0 be sufficiently small and K sufficiently large. We partition the integration range into the union of I 0 Øx ½ : x ½ ¡ x δÙ, I 1 Øx ½ : x ½ K , x ½ Ê I 0 Ù and I 2 Øx ½ : x ½ K Ù. From (55), there exists C 2 such that § § § §
The right hand side in (57) is independent of and integrable for x ½ È I 2 . Likewise, because aÔλÕ is continuous onD and I 1 is compact, from the extreme value theorem aÔx ½ j Õ C 1 for x ½ È I 1 and some C 1 , independently of . Thus the integrand corresponding to I 1 is uniformly upper bounded by an absolutely integrable function. Consequently, from the dominated convergence theorem the order of the limit and the integral can be exchanged in integrals over I 1 and I 2 . Finally, since log aÔλÕ is continuous, the integral over I 0 evaluates to log aÔxÕ ¢ p.v. δ ¡δ 1 x dx 0.
Remark 3. If qÔtÕ È L 1 ÔRÕ, aÔλÕ is analytic on C , but not necessarily at λ ÈC , unless qÔtÕ vanishes exponentially as t ¨ . For such signals, log aÔλÕ is analytic at λ ÈC , and the proof of Lemma 2 simplifies.
